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Under what circumstances is an employee’s meal time compensable under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act (FLSA)2 as amended by the Portal-to-Portal Act?3 The circuit courts are split on 
the standard for resolving that issue. The Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Tenth, 
and recently the Third Circuit, have held that an employee is entitled to compensation for meal 
times where “the office is primarily engaged in work-related duties during meal periods.”4 This 
test focuses on which party receives the “predominant benefit” of the mealtime. By contrast, 
the Eleventh Circuit examines whether the employee has been “completely relieved from duty” 
during his or her mealtime to determine whether or not he or she is entitled to be paid.5 

                                                      
1 The authors gratefully acknowledge the assistance of Michael A. Fernández, an associate in the firm’s 
Litigation Department, in the preparation of this column. 
2 29 U.S.C. §§  201 et seq. 
3 29 U.S.C. § 254. 
4 See, e.g., Babcock v. Butler Cty, 806 F.3d 153 (3d Cir. 2015) (collecting cases). 
5 See, e.g., Kohlheim v. Glynn County, 915 F.2d 1473, 1477 (11th Cir. 1990). 
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The Statutory Background and Early Cases 

The FLSA requires compensation at one and a half times a non-exempt employee’s regular 
hourly rate for all time actually worked in excess of forty hours in any workweek.  While the 
FLSA does not expressly address the issue of whether an overtime eligible employee is entitled 
to compensation for meals, the U. S. Department of Labor (“DOL”) has issued interpretive 
regulations that specifically address compensability of employees’ mealtimes.  Under those 
regulations, “[b]ona fide meal periods are not worktime.”6  To qualify as a bona fide meal 
period under the regulations: 

The employee must be completely relieved from duty for the 
purposes of eating regular meals.  Ordinarily 30 minutes or more 
is long enough for a bona fide meal period.  A shorter period may 
be long enough under special conditions.  The employee is not 
relieved if he is required to perform any duties, whether active or 
inactive, while eating.7 

In Hill v. United States, an early decision interpreting the DOL’s regulations, the Sixth Circuit 
concluded that a meal period would only be compensable if the activities performed during 
that time were “substantial duties.”8 The Court reasoned that: 

While the courts and the Department (in its Interpretative 
Bulletin, 29 C.F.R. 785.19) have on occasion broadly stated that 
compensation is required for meal periods unless the employees 
are relieved of all duty, it is obvious from the cases under 
consideration [those cited in section 785.19(a) ] that the duties in 
contemplation were those which restricted the employees in the 
free disposition of their lunch time.9 

A few years later, the Eleventh Circuit parted ways with the Sixth Circuit in Kohlheim v. Glynn 
Cty., Ga. by holding that “the essential consideration in determining whether a meal period is a 
bona fide meal period or a compensable rest period is whether the employees are in fact 
relieved from work for the purpose of eating a regularly scheduled meal.”10   

                                                      
6 29 C.F.R. § 785.19. 
7 Id.  
8 751 F.2d 810, 814 (6th Cir. 1984) (“We approve the district court’s conclusion that appellant’s meal period is 
not compensable because he was not required to perform any activities that could be characterized as substantial 
duties. Our holding is based on the need for a flexible and realistic standard for compensability and on the 
particular circumstances of this case.”) 
9 Id. 
10 915 F.2d at 1477. 



 

In the wake of Kohlheim, the split between the Sixth and Eleventh Circuits only widened, as a 
number of other circuit courts, citing a number of rationales, sided with the Sixth Circuit’s 
approach: 

• “§ 785.19, as literally construed, fails to persuade us primarily because the 
completely-removed-from-duty standard is inconsistent with controlling Supreme 
Court precedent defining ‘work.’”11  

• “In issuing [§ 785.19], the Secretary cited the Sixth Circuit’s decision in Hill with its 
‘predominantly for the employer’s benefit’ standard as illustrative of the regulatory 
‘completely relieved from duty’ requirement. Thus, although § 785.19(a) can be read 
to require that an employer may only exclude meal periods from compensation if it 
permits an employee to cease all duties of any kind during such periods, the 
Secretary did not seemingly intend such a broad construction.”12 

Some courts openly acknowledged the ever growing circuit split13 while others, such as the 
Ninth Circuit in Busk v. Integrity Staffing Solutions, Inc., have found it unnecessary to address 
the split.14 

The Third Circuit’s Babcock Decision 

The Third Circuit had the most recent opportunity to weigh in on the compensability of meal 
periods in Babcock v. Butler Cty.15  In that case, plaintiff Sandra Babcock, a corrections officer, 
initiated a class action in the United States District Court for the Western District of 
Pennsylvania, claiming that defendant, Butler County, violated the FLSA by enacting a meal 
policy that prohibited officers from leaving without permission of the warden or deputy 
warden.  Officers subject to this policy were required to remain in uniform, in close proximity to 
emergency response equipment and, if an emergency arose, to respond immediately in person, 
in uniform, and properly equipped.  In pertinent part, plaintiffs claimed that, as a result of the 
policy, officers could not run personal errands, sleep, breathe fresh air, or smoke cigarettes 
during mealtime. Plaintiffs alleged that officers subject to this policy should be compensated for 
the full hour because of those restrictions.  

In the district court, defendant Butler County filed a motion to dismiss arguing that the 
corrections officers’ meal periods were not compensable work because the officers received 

                                                      
11 Reich v. S. New England Telecommunications Corp., 121 F.3d 58, 65 (2d Cir. 1997). 
12 Roy v. Cty. of Lexington, S. Carolina, 141 F.3d 533, 544 (4th Cir. 1998). 
13 See, e.g., Reich v. S. New England Telecommunications Corp., 121 F.3d 58, 64 (2d Cir. 1997) (collecting cases); 
Henson v. Pulaski Cty. Sheriff Dep’t, 6 F.3d 531, 534 (8th Cir. 1993) (same). 
14 See, e.g., Busk v. Integrity Staffing Sols., Inc., 713 F.3d 525 (9th Cir. 2013) rev’d, 135 S. Ct. 513, 190 L. Ed. 2d 
410 (2014). 
15 806 F.3d 153. 



 

the “predominant benefit” of the meal period.  The district court agreed and dismissed the 
complaint.  On appeal, plaintiffs did not dispute the appropriateness of applying the 
predominant benefit test.  Rather, they argued that the pleadings established a plausible claim 
for relief under either the predominant benefit test or the relieved from all duties test. 

A divided Third Circuit upheld the decision of the District Court dismissing plaintiffs’ claim.  In 
evaluating the sufficiency of plaintiffs’ claim, the majority rejected the argument that Kohlmein 
and Busk applied the relieved from all duties test and observed that the majority of courts have 
adopted the predominant benefit test:16 

Most courts derive this approach from Supreme Court precedent 
holding that “[w]hether time is spent predominantly for the 
employer’s benefit or for the employee’s is a question dependent 
upon all the circumstances of the case.”17 

Joining this majority and  applying the predominant benefits test, the Third Circuit explained 
that: 

Here, although Plaintiffs face a number of restrictions during their 
meal period, the District Court correctly found that, on balance, 
these restrictions did not predominantly benefit the employer.  In 
comparison to the cadre of case law addressing mealtime 
compensability in the law enforcement context, the allegations in 
Plaintiffs’ complaint do not suffice.  For example, the corrections 
officers here could request authorization to leave the prison for 
their meal period and could eat lunch away from their desks.  In 
Alexander v. City of Chicago, in contrast, police officers were 
required to receive permission to take a meal period and were not 
permitted to read “nondepartmental publications.”18 

On December 9, 2015, Plaintiffs filed a petition for panel rehearing and rehearing en banc 
seeking reconsideration of the panel decision, inter alia, on the ground that the panel’s decision 
is in conflict with other circuits.19 Notably, the petition does not challenge the majority’s 
reliance on the predominant benefits test.  Rather, the petition claims that: 

The Panel Majority also departed from the decisions of other 
United States Courts of Appeal in resolving similar meal periods 

                                                      
16 Id. at 156. 
17 Id. at 157, citing Armour & Co. v. Wantock, 323 U.S. 126, 133 (1944), superseded on other grounds, Portal–to–
Portal Act of 1947, Pub.L. No. 8049, 61 Stat. 84, codified at 29 U.S.C. §§ 251–262. 
18 Id.  
19 Jeannine O’Sullivan, Prison Guard Says 3rd Circ. Meal Pay Ruling Broke Precedent (December 9, 2015), 
www.law360.com/articles/735916. 
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cases in the law enforcement context which uniformly held that 
restrictions on meal periods required a full factual analysis before 
a determination could be reached under the predominant benefit 
test.20 

The petition is now pending before the Third Circuit. 

Looking Ahead 

Nearly 25 years after the initial split between the Sixth and Eleventh Circuits on the standard for 
determining whether a meal period is compensable, the Supreme Court has not had occasion 
to pass on the issue and resolve the split.  It may well have an opportunity to do so if the 
Babcock case makes its way to the Supreme Court.  If it does not, however, further guidance 
from the DOL may be beneficial to courts that have to address this split. 

 

                                                      
20 Petition for Rehearing and Rehearing En Banc in Sandra Babcock v. Butler Cnty, 806 F.3d 153 (3d Cir. 2015) at 
*13. 
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